Hilton, A
Introduction

Given a graph G, a function 8 : V(G) u E(G)-+ N is called a (proper)
total co/owing if no two adjacent or incident elements are assigned the same colour from N. The total chromatic number of G, denoted x"(G), is the smallest positive integer k for which there exists a total colouring 19 : V(G) u E(G)+ { 1,2, . . . , kj. The graphs considered in this paper are finite simple graphs.
It is easy to see that x"(G) 3 d(G) + 1. Behzad [ 11 conjectured that x"(G) < A(G) + 2.
This conjecture is known as the total colouring conjecture (TCC). For a survey of results concerning total colourings, see [S] . Our aim is to provide a general result
Useful results and definitions
We begin by stating some useful theorems from the literature. The first is a recent result of Flandrin et al. [S] , which generalises Dirac's theorem giving sufficient degree conditions for a graph to be Hamiltonian. The second is a deep result of Hajnal and Szemeredi (see [9] or [3, Chapter 61).
Theorem 2.2. If G is a graph and r is an integer such that r> A(G), then G has a vertex-colouring cp: V(G)-+{1,2, . . ..r} such that each pair of colour classes cp-' (i) and cp -' ( j) for i, jE { 1,2, . . , r} differ in size by at most one.
We actually make use of the following result. Lemma 2.3 is clearly a corollary of Theorem 2.2. It is, however, straightforward to produce a proof of Lemma 2.3 which does not make use of Theorem 2.2.
Lemma 2.3. If G is a graph with ( V(G)+ l> A(G)>,21 V(G)l-1, then there exists a vertex-colouring cp: V(G)+{1,2,...,A(G)+2} such that the colour classes q-'(i) for i= 1,2,. .., A(G)+2 satisfy 1 <I'p_l(i)ld2.
Given a graph G having a total colouring 0: V(G)uE(G)+N, we call a path P=xo,el,xl,ez,xz ,..., e,,x, an (q/3) -path if the edges ei for i= 1,2 , . . . . n are alternately coloured CI and p. The edge e, may be coloured either M or /I. An (a,fi)-path P=xo,el,xI,e,,xz, . . . . e,, x , is called a maximal length (a, /Q-path if (i) x0 is incident with no edge other than el coloured c( or p and (ii) x, is incident with no edge other than e, coloured M or b.
Two maximal length (a,P)-paths are, thus, vertex-disjoint or identical (where two paths are considered identical if they have the same terms, even if the order in which the terms occur is reversed). If, in addition to (i) and (ii), the (a, b)-path satisfies (iii) neither x0 nor x, is coloured CI or fi then the path is said to be swoppable. If either x0 or x, is coloured M or p, we say the path is blocked or unswoppable. Let 9(X) denote the power set of a set X. Given a graph G and a function q:E(G)+N, a (proper) total set-colouring of G (with respect to q) is a function
where
satisfying the property that $(a)n G(b)=@ if a and b are adjacent or incident. A total set-colouring $ differs from a total colouring only in that some edges, namely, those with q(e) > 1, may be assigned more than one colour. Thus, the definitions given above for (a,fl)-paths can be generalized to apply to total set-colourings. Given a positive integer k, we call a total set-colouring $ a t-total set-colouring
Often, when discussing total set-colourings, reference to the function r will be suppressed where an obvious function v exists or where only one such function has been previously defined. In particular, let G be a graph and q a given function,
is a subgraph of G, a reference to a total set-colouring $' of G' without specifying a function on E(G') should be taken to mean that $' is a total set-colouring of G' with respect to the function ~1~~~~). For simplicity of notation, given G and a t-total set-colouring $, we define mti: I'(G)-+B({1,2,...,t})
by letting q(v) be the set of colours in { 1,2, . , t} not assigned by $ to the vertex v or to an edge incident with v, that is to say, q,(v) is the set of colours 'missing' at v. Next, given a graph G, a function q and an integer 1 d k d r, we say that a t-total set-colouring $ of G (with respect to q) is suitable (with respect to k) if (a) for each i~{1,2, . . . . k} (i) exactly two vertices of G are assigned a set containing the colour i, and (ii) there is at most one vertex among the remaining 1 V(G)1 -2 vertices (that is, the vertices not assigned a set containing i) which is not incident with an edge in E(G) assigned a set containing the colour i, and (b) for each in { k + 1, k + 2, . . . , t} exactly one vertex of G is assigned a set containing the colour i.
We use the idea of suitability of a given total set-colouring II/ in the following way: If 3. is a colour in { 1,2, . . . , t} and we can show the existence of two distinct vertices, u and u say, missing A (i.e. u and u such that AEVQ(U) and n~m,(u)), then we can conclude that %~{k+l,k+2, . . . . t}. Once having established that a colour is in the set {k+l,k+2,..., t), we can then conclude that there is only one vertex which is assigned that colour by Ic/. If G' is an edge-induced subgraph of G (and, thus, by convention, having V(G')= V(G)), we say that a total set-colouring Ic/' of G' is suitable if it satisfies the above conditions with E(G') replacing E(G) in condition (ii).
Finally, given a graph G, an edge &GE(G) and a t-total set-colouring $ of G\{ab}, define a fun at a to be a pair (ov, oC), where gv=(bO =b, br, . . . . b,) and c~~=(br,p~, . . ..p..} are sequences such that, for l<i<r, fiiE+(bi-r) and bi is the (unique) vertex for which Bi~ICI(Ubi); furthermore, the terms in each sequence must be distinct. We call a vertex x feasible if there is a fan ((b, = b, b,, . . ., b,) , (PI, p2, . , p, ) ) at a with x = b,.
We end this section with a simple lemma. Proof. For simplicity of notation, the term 'total set-colouring' when used in this proof should be taken to mean '(A(G)+2)-total set-colouring'. Let us suppose that the graph G has no suitable total set-colouring.
We can then make three simple observations. Firstly, note that if w is a feasible vertex, then 1 $(a~)[ = 1. If this claim were not true, then there would exist a suitable total set-colouring $" of G obtained by recolouring the edges ubi of the fan ((b,= b, bI, . . . . b,= w) , (fil,pz, . . . . /I?) ). In particular, suppose (without loss of generality) that b, = w were to be the first vertex in the fan such that 1 II/ > 1. Then, for i= 1,2, . . ., r we could choose I+V' so that the edge ubi_ 1 was assigned the colour set $(ubi-1) = {pi} and the edge ub,= uw was assigned the colour set $"(uw) = $(aw)\{ /$}. We could then choose II/"= $ for all other elements of V(G)uE(G). The total set-colouring $" would then satisfy I,V'I~(~)= +ly(cj. Furthermore, each colour would be assigned by the set-colouring $" to at least as many edges as it was by $. Thus, each colour in { 1,2, . . . , k} would be in ma,,(w) for at most one vertex weV(G). It would, thus, follow that I+!J" was a suitable total set-colouring for G. (Note that this argument showing that II/" is suitable applies in each of the cases below, where we construct a new total setcolouring $" from Ic/.) The existence of the suitable total set-colouring $" would contradict our assumption that G has no such colouring.
Secondly, note that either there exists a (feasible) vertex z such that BE$(uz) or $(a)= { /3}. If neither of the options were true, then we could produce a suitable total set-colouring of G by recolouring the edges of the fan ((b, =b, bl, . . . , ~r=xL(~l,P2~ . . . , Pr)), putting 4+4 = {PI. Thirdly, note that P~m~(x)nmJy) implies that ljE{k+l,k+2,...,d(G)+2}. This follows from the suitability, with respect to k, of the set-colouring $ of G\{ab}.
Since both a and /3 are in {k+ 1, k+2, . . . . d(G)+2}, we conclude that there exists exactly one vertex coloured CI and exactly one vertex coloured /?. Consider the (c(, /?)-paths beginning at x, y and (if $(a) # {p}) at a (p assing through z). Note that two of these paths may be identical, in which case that path is swoppable. Otherwise, if $(a)= { fl} then there exist two (a, fi)-paths beginning at x and y; since a has no incident edge assigned a set containing either CI or p, at least one of these two paths must be swoppable. If $(a) # {p} then there exist three (~1, j?)-paths beginning at x, y and at a; since only two vertices are coloured CI or /3, at least one of these paths must be swoppable.
Case 1: Suppose there exists a swoppable (c~,fi)-path P beginning at one of the vertices x,y or a and ending at a vertex which is not one of the vertices x,y or a. According to whether the path P begins at x, y or a, respectively, let w be the vertex x, y or z. Since w is a feasible vertex, let ((b, = b, bl, . . . , b,= w), (B1, b2, . . . , fir)) be a fan at a. We may obtain a suitable total set-colouring, $" of G as follows: Firstly, recolour the edges of the path P by setting $"(e)=$(e)d {~,fl) for each egE(P).
Then recolour the edges in the fan by setting $"(ubi_ l)=~(ubi) for each in{ 1,2, . . ..Y} and setting $"(ub,)= {a}.
Let $"(a) = $(a) for all other elements UE V(G) u E(G).
(If b,=z, then {E} is the colour set chosen to be assigned to the edge ub, by $" when recolouring the edges of the path P. The colouring $" is, thus, well-defined.)
The total set-colouring $" satisfies $"lVco =$lI,(,). Thus, using the argument described above, we see that $" is a suitable total set-colouring for G, contradicting our assumption that G has no such colouring. Case 2: Suppose there exists a swoppable (a,/$-path Q beginning at one of the vertices x,y or a and ending at another vertex which is one of x,y or a. Let u be the vertex x, y or z depending upon whether the path Q begins at x, y or a, respectively, and let u be the vertex x, y or z depending upon whether the path Q ends at x, y or a, respectively. Without loss of generality, let us suppose that u is 'at least as close' to b as v is, that is to say, there exists a fan at a whose sequence of vertices ends at u such that Let $"(a) = $(a) for all other elements UE V(G) u E(G).
Using the now familiar argument that $" is suitable, we see that $" is a suitable total set-colouring for G, satisfying $" IVCG) = $ IV(c), contradicting our assumption that no such colouring exists for G. Thus, we see that $" is a suitable total set-colouring for G, satisfying $"JVtG, = $ IV(~), contradicting our assumption that G has no such colouring.
Since each case leads to a contradiction, it follows that there must exist a suitable total set-colouring for G. 0
Graphs having odd order
In the following theorem we show that x" < A + 2 for graphs having odd order and sufficiently large maximum degree. The proof has two parts: Initially, we use a refinement (Theorem 2.1) of Dirac's theorem on Hamilton cycles to find approximately 1 V 1 -A matchings each of which fails to cover a set of three vertices, two of these vertices being nonadjacent, the sets of three vertices normally being disjoint. The idea here is to use, for each matching, a single colour to colour the edges in that matching and the two nonadjacent vertices in the associated set.
Having achieved this, it remains to colour the as yet uncoloured edges and vertices. Approximately,
A -( 1 V I-A) = 24 -1 V 1 colours are as yet unused and approximately I VI -2( I VI -A) = 24 -I VI vertices have not been assigned colours. We assign a distinct colour to each vertex, then use Lemma 2.4 to show that the remaining uncoloured edges of the graph can also be assigned a suitable colour from the same set of colours.
The comments in this paragraph may assist those readers familiar with earlier papers by the first author in which techniques similar to those presented here are used; see, for example, [6, 71. In these papers the I V/ -A matchings selected initially had to be chosen so that the remaining uncoloured edges induced a graph with maximum degree of about A -(I VI -A) = 24 -I V 1. Then, depending upon what was needed to be proved, either Vizing's theorem (see [lS] or [4, Chapter 51) or a known criterion for a graph to be class one was applied to colour the remaining edges. In this paper, adapting Vizing's proof technique in Lemma 2.4 allows us to avoid the maximum degree requirement for the graph induced by the uncoloured edges. We could have arranged for the vertices Wi (defined in the proof) to be distinct and for the graphs Gi to have maximum degree at most A-i+ 1, but this would have lengthened the proof and confused its structure.
Before proceeding to the formal statement and proof of this theorem, we make the trivial observation:
If H c G are graphs with
This allows us to restrict our attention to those graphs having the property that the subgraph induced by those vertices having degree less than the maximum degree of the graph is a complete subgraph. This restriction is used in the proof below to allow the application of Theorem 2.1. While the theorem below applies only to odd graphs, this restriction is a technicality introduced to simplify the number of cases to be considered in the proof. The case for even graphs will be considered in Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 3.1. Zf G is a graph having odd order and A(G)321 V(G)l-1, then x"(G)<A(G)+2.
Proof. Let n= 1 V(G)I, A = A(G) and V= l'(G).
For simplicity of notation, the term 'total set-colouring' when used in this proof should be taken to mean '(A +2)-total setcolouring'. From the observation preceding the statement of the theorem, we may assume that the set Z= {UE V(G): d,(u)< Aj induces a complete graph. If A = n -1, then G is a subgraph of the complete graph on n vertices and has the same maximum degree as K,; the result is known in this case (see [2] 
For notational convenience, let cp-i(i)= {xi,yi} for i= 1,2, . . ..n-A-2. Let G,, = G and let k = n -A -2. Note that k < A -[n/2 1.
We define a sequence of graphs Go,G1, . . . . Gk such that, for each 0 <id k, the vertices of degree (in Gi) less than A -i induce a complete graph in Gi. While defining G1 , G,, . . . , Gk, we also define two sequences of matchings F 1, F2 Suppose we have defined these graphs, matchings and vertices for indices j= 1,2 , . . . . i -1, where i < k. Let Hi = Gi _ 1 \ {Xi, yi}. When defining Fi and wi, we must consider three cases.
Case 1: Hi is 2-connected. The graph Gi_ 1 has the property that all vertices of degree less than A -(i-1) in Gi_ 1 are joined by an edge of Gi_ 1. It follows that in any set of three independent vertices in Hi, at most one vertex can have degree less than A -(i -1) -2 = A -i -1.
Thus, if {u1,u2,u3} is a set of independent vertices in Hi, then and Wi is not incident with an edge in Fi.
~ d,i(Uj)~2(A-i-1)+ min {dHi(Uj)}
In each of the above cases, we have defined a matching Fi containing an edge incident with each vertex except Wi in V(Hi). Let Fi*=(uv~F~:
Let Gi=Gi_ 1 \FT. It is necessary to note here that if &(u) and &(v) are both less than A -i then, by the definition of GO, the edge UUEE(G,,) and by the subsequent definitions of G1, Gz, . . , Gi, the edge uv~E(Gj) for j= 1,2, . . . . i.
Having It is worth noting here that, for each vertex VE V(G), the sum of the values qe(e), summed over the edges e incident with v, is at most A. Let E * be a maximal subset of E(G) for which we can find a total set-colouring (with respect to qO) $: J'uE*+97{1,2,...,A+2)) which is suitable (with respect to k = II -A -2) if E * replaces E(G) in the definition of suitability, and which satisfies the condition that $ assigns a colour set {i> to a vertex VE V if and only if cp(v)=i.
In the interest of conciseness, the condition that a function Ic/ assigns a colour set (i} to a vertex VE Vif and only if q(v) = i will hereafter be denoted by $ IV = cp even though, strictly speaking, $ is a set-colouring assigning singleton sets of colours to the elements of V, while q is a colouring assigning single colours to the elements of V.
To show that such an E * exists, let E * = UT= 1 Fi. The function is a suitable total set-colouring if we define $a by putting @Me) iff eEFi for i= 1,2, . . . . k,
$o(v)={i}
if v~{xi,yi} for i=l,2 ,..., k and assigning each of the remaining vertices in V(G) a different colour from the set {k+l,...,A+2}, namely, the colour assigned to that vertex by q.
Suppose E*#E(G). Let eo=u,,vosE(G)\E* and H=(V,E*u{eo}).
Weshall show the existence of a suitable total set-colouring $: VuE(H)~~ ((1,2,...,A+2}) sastisfying $ IV = q, thus providing a contradiction.
Let 7~: VuE*+9({1,2,..., A+2}) be a suitable total set-colouring of H\{eO} satisfying n IV = q.
We begin by noting that if ((uO, zjl, . , L',), (PI, . . . , /II)) is a fan at no then lX(noni)l= 1 for all i= 1,2, . , r. For suppose that j is the smallest index for which ~rc(uouj)I 32; then a colouring 71' defined by putting 71'(UOzji_~)={pi} for i-l,2 ,..., j, If ((uo,4,..., uP) , (fil ,..., ~p) )isafanatuoandfii~{k+l,k+2 ,..., d+2)forsome 16 j<p, then we can define a new set-colouring rc' by setting 7c'(uoui-r ) = n(uoui) for i= 1,2, . ..) j, setting ub=uo and ub=vj, and letting n' equal n elsewhere. The new set-colouring rc' has rn+ (ub) n ( k + 1, . . , A + 2) # 0 and is suitable.
Thus, we suppose that the colours in m, (uo) and m,(uo) and the colours in the colour sequence of any fan at u. are all in the set { 1,2, . . . , k}. Since 71 does not assign a set of colours to the edge uouo, at most A -1 colours are in the colour sets assigned by 7c to edges incident with uo. Exactly one further colour is assigned to u. itself. It follows that there are (at least) two distinct colours, pi and fi; say, in m, (uo) . Let ((uo, ui, . . . . u,) , (P1,...,Bp)) and ((vo,u;,...,u~) If mrr(up) n m,(uo) #8, then we can produce a suitable total set-colouring of H, a contradiction. Therefore, m, (u,) nm,(uo) = 0. Since the fan ((uo, ui, . . . , u,) , (/II, . . . , /?,,)) is maximal, and since m, (u& n m,(u,) = 0 and mn(up) n { /3,, . . . , /I,} = 0, it follows that m, (u,) = z(uo) . Similarly, m, (ub) = 7c(uo) . We must consider two options:
(i) If up= ub, let uj be the first vertex in the sequence vi, u2, . . , up which is also in the sequence u;, vi, . . . . I&, say uj=u;.
It follows that fijEm,(uj-l)nm,(u;_ 1) (SO, /?j is missing at least two vertices) and, thus, that pj~(k+ 1, . . . . A + 2). This is a contradiction.
(ii) If u,# ub, then rr(uo) E m, (u,) n m,(ub) ; so, the colour assigned to u. is missing at at least two vertices and, thus, 7c(uo) G {k + 1, . , A + 2). Again, we can produce a new set-colouring rc' by setting 7o(Uoui _ 1 ) = 7c(uo vi) for i = 1,2, . . . , p, setting ub = u. and and letting n' equal rr elsewhere. The new colouring rc' has m,,(ub)n ;EY::..,A+*]ZO.
Thus, we conclude that we may assume (without loss of generality) that m,(u0)n{k+l,k+2 ,..., A+2}#@ Finally, we show that the existence of n, a suitable total set-colouring of H\{e,} with a colour from {k + 1, k + 2, . . . , A(G)+2} missing at u0 implies the existence of a suitable total set-colouring of H. Let tl~rn,(u~) n {k + 1, k + 2, . . , A + 23. The set-colouring z does not assign a set of colours to the edge uov,; thus, at most A colours are assigned by rc to the vertex u. or to the edges incident with uO. Thus, there are at least two colours in the set m,(uo).
Choose fli~m, (v,) such that /I1 is not the colour assigned by rc to uo. Let ((ro,u1,r2r ...,rp), (Br,P*,..., /I,)) be a fan at u. where we terminate the sequences with up and BP, where p> 1, if
(1) there exists a jE{ 1,2, . . . . p-l} such that aj~m,(v,), or
It is clear that m,(uo) n m,(rj) = 8 (j = 1,2, . . . , p); so, the fan will terminate in one of the ways described, for, otherwise, we can obtain a suitable total set-colouring of H. It is similarly clear that, for each in{ 1,2, . . . ,p}, either X(Ui)= (a} or there is an edge, assigned a set containing the colour c(, incident with ui. (Otherwise, we could recolour UoUi with a and u~u~_~ with /I! for 1=1,2,...,i.)
Case 1: Suppose there is a Jo { 1,2, . . . , p-l} such that /IjEm,(r,). By definition, ccE{k+ 1, k+2, . . . . A + 2). Furthermore, the total set-colouring n is a suitable colouring of H\{e,-,}, fljEm,(Uj-1) and fljGm,(u,); thus, it follows that pj~{k+1,k+2,...,A+2}.WecannowapplyLemma2.4,withx=uj_~andy=~,,to show the existence of a suitable total set-colouring of H. The existence of a suitable total set-colouring for H, which leaves the colour sets assigned to the vertices of G unchanged, contradicts the maximality of E*. Case 2: Suppose that n(uo)~m,(u,).
When choosing the colour /II, above, we showed that there are at least two colours in mrr(uo). It follows that there exists a colour /I; Ed,\{ PI}. If /I; is the colour assigned by 7c to no, i.e. rc(uo)= { /I;}, then set ub=u o; note that u,#ub and follow the argument presented in case 2.2, with q=O. Otherwise, let ((ub =uo, u;, u;, . . . . ub), (@'i,/?;, . . . . &)) be a fan at no where we terminate the sequences with ub and & where q3 1, if
(1) there exists a je{l,2, . . ..q-l} such that /?;~rnJub), (2) rr(uo) G m&b), or (3) there exists a jE{l, 2, . . .,p} such that fijEm,(rb). Note that the condition (3) implies that apart from u. = vb, the terms in the sequences (uo*u 1, . . . . up) and (ub,u;, . . . . t&) are distinct. In particular, since p>/ 1 and q >, 1, it follows that ub # ui for any i =O, 1,2, . . . , p. This observation is used in cases 2.2 and 2.3.
Case 2.1: Suppose there is a jE { 1,2, . . . , q -1) such that /?$m,(ub).
Then as in case 1, we have aE{k+l,k+2 ,..., A + 2). Furthermore, the total setcolouring n is a suitable colouring of H\{eo}, /?+m, (uj-1) and /?jEmn(ub); thus, it follows that Bj~{k+ l,k+2, ...) A + 2). We can now apply Lemma 2.4, with x = ui_ 1 and y= u;. The existence of a suitable total set-colouring for H, which leaves the assignment of colour sets to the vertices unchanged, is again a contradiction. Case 2.2: Suppose that rc(~~)~m,(u~).
Let {y} =rc(uO). In this case yam, and bum,.
Since rt is a suitable total set-colouring and vi # up, it follows that y~(k+l,k+2, . . ..4+2}. In this situation we can apply Lemma 2.4, with x= up and y =v;, again obtaining a contradiction. Case 2.3: Suppose there is a j~(l, 2, . . ..p} such that /3jEm,(rb). Since fij~m,(vj_l) and /?j~m,(vb) and Ub#Uj_r) it follows that pjE{k+l, k+2,..., A + 2). In this case we apply Lemma 2.4, with x = Uj_ 1 and y = ub, to yet again arrive at a contradiction.
Since, in every case we arrive at a contradiction, it follows that E* = E(G) and, thus, a suitable total set-colouring of V(G)uE(G) must exist. 0
Graphs having even order
It is possible (but tedious) to obtain a proof of Theorem 3.1 which also applies to graphs having even order. A marginally weaker result can, however, be obtained by simply adding a new vertex to a graph of even order. Proof. If G is regular, the result follows immediately from the result of Chetwynd et al. [7] .
If G is not regular, create a new graph G* by adding a new vertex v* and joining U* to at least one and at most d(G) vertices of G, each of which has degree less than A(G). The new graph G* has odd order and A(G*)= A(G)321 V(G) 1221 V(G*)l-1. Thus, the result follows from Theorem 3.1. 0
Note that in the proof above, the regular graphs could be handled similarly to those graphs which are not regular by not connecting the new vertex v* to any of the remaining vertices. Theorem 3.1 does not require that the graphs of odd order should be connected. While the particular techniques used in this paper may not be appropriate to graphs having maximum degree which is small relative to their orders, it does seem to indicate that a careful choice of the vertex-colouring is beneficial when finding total colourings. This contrasts with the technique of choosing an (arbitrary) fixed vertex-colouring and extending it to a total colouring, as used in [lo, 13, 201. 
